1. Principal Chief Engineers,
   All Indian Railways
2. Chief Track Engineers
   All Indian Railways.

Sub: - Reporting of Accidents/Unusual incidents.
Ref: - AM/CE's DO No. 2017/CE-II/Accd/Reporting by ZR dated 03.03.2017

Instructions exist that any unusual incident/accident shall be promptly reported by concerned CTE to EDCE(P) for information of ME and AMCE and in case of derailment involving passenger train, PCE should also telephonically apprise the details to ME and AMCE. It has to be ensured that such information/reports are intimated promptly.

It is being reiterated that the responsibility of PCE & CTE to ensure instructions on reporting accidents are fully compiled with and all relevant details including photographs of site are furnished promptly. This should be immediately followed up with appreciation report giving details, photographs from site, site sketch for information.

(RAVINDRA KUMAR JAIN)
Executive Director Civil Engg.(Plg.)
Railway Board